FLOW FOCUSING IN OVERPRESSURED SANDSTONES: THEORY, OBSERVATIONS, AND APPLICATIONS
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Abstract. Dipping permeable sandstone bodies encased in overpressured low permeability mudstone have a characteristic pressure field: sandstone pressures follow the hydrostatic gradient while mudstone pressures have a steeper (often lithostatic) gradient. This pressure distribution drives fluid into the base of the sandstone and expels it at the crest. We use mudstone pressures predicted from porosity and measured sandstone pressures to describe the spatial variation in pressure in two Eugene Island 390 reservoirs (Gulf of Mexico). In one severely overpressured reservoir, bounding mudstones are less compacted at the reservoir crest than at the reservoir base, and we interpret that flow is focused along the reservoir and expelled at the crest. In the second reservoir, mudstone is compacted around the base of the sandstone, and we interpret pore fluids were drawn into the sandstone. Dipping sandstone bodies encased in overpressured mudstone regulate hydrocarbon migration, affect borehole stability, and impact slope stability.

Introduction

Sedimentation rate often exceeds the ability of sediments to drain in rapidly formed basins. As a result, pore fluid is overpressured because it supports overlying material and sediment is underconsolidated. Gibson (1958) used a forward model to describe in one dimension the evolution of pressure, porosity, and flow during sedimentation. Bethke (1985) and Harrison and Summa (1991) extended this approach to model the hydrodynamic evolution of sedimentary basins in multiple dimensions. Neuzil (1995) summarized the conceptual viewpoint that overpressure drives hydrodynamic processes in sedimentary basins. These and subsequent studies focused on basin scale (10's to 100's of kilometers) processes, which did not allow analysis of flow and consolidation within and around individual sandstone beds.

Inverse models predict pore fluid pressure from compaction state. The relation between porosity and effective stress is constrained where fluid pressure is known, and then fluid pressure is predicted from porosity in zones where pressure is unknown (Athy, 1930; Rubey and Hubbert, 1959; Hotman and Johnson, 1965; Wallace, 1965; Eaton, 1975; Hart and others, 1995). The approach is generally used to predict pressure in individual wells and the results are seldom integrated with hydrodynamic models.

We use forward and inverse approaches to study pressure, compaction, and flow in overpressured, dipping, sandstone bodies that are encased in mudstone. We extend previous forward modeling by using simple flow models to give physical insight into how sandstone geometry and structural geometry control pressure and flow. We then
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# NOMENCLATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>half-length of sand</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>pore pressure build-up coefficient</td>
<td>dimensionless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_1$</td>
<td>constant for overburden geometry</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_2$</td>
<td>constant for overburden geometry</td>
<td>dimensionless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_3$</td>
<td>constant for sandstone geometry</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>length scale</td>
<td>dimensionless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>acoustic formation factor</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>gravitational acceleration</td>
<td>$L/T^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>sand thickness</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>intrinsic permeability</td>
<td>$L^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>hydraulic diffusivity</td>
<td>$L/T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>effective stress ratio</td>
<td>dimensionless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l$</td>
<td>length of sand</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>water phase fluid pressure</td>
<td>$M/LT^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P^*$</td>
<td>fluid overpressure (water-phase)</td>
<td>$M/LT^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P'_{ma}$</td>
<td>madstone overpressure (water-phase)</td>
<td>$M/LT^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{mr}$</td>
<td>madstone pressure (water-phase)</td>
<td>$M/LT^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{s}$</td>
<td>sandstone overpressure (water-phase)</td>
<td>$M/LT^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{s}'$</td>
<td>sandstone pressure (water-phase)</td>
<td>$M/LT^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P'_{g}$</td>
<td>gas phase pressure</td>
<td>$M/LT^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{h}$</td>
<td>hydrostatic pressure</td>
<td>$M/LT^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{o}$</td>
<td>oil phase pressure</td>
<td>$M/LT^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{w}$</td>
<td>water phase pressure</td>
<td>$M/LT^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>radius</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{min}$</td>
<td>minimum horizontal stress</td>
<td>$M/LT^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_o$</td>
<td>overburden (lithostatic) stress</td>
<td>$M/LT^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SSTVD$</td>
<td>Sub Sea True Vertical Depth</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>time</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u$</td>
<td>horizontal velocity</td>
<td>$L/T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U$</td>
<td>far field flow velocity</td>
<td>$L/T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_z$</td>
<td>vertical velocity</td>
<td>$L/T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_x$</td>
<td>horizontal velocity</td>
<td>$L/T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$</td>
<td>acoustic velocity of formation</td>
<td>$L/T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_m$</td>
<td>acoustic velocity of matrix</td>
<td>$L/T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_m$</td>
<td>sandstone volume</td>
<td>$L^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>horizontal position</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y$</td>
<td>horizontal position</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>depth</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>bulk compressibility</td>
<td>$LT^2/M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_f$</td>
<td>fluid compressibility</td>
<td>$LT^2/M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>dynamic viscosity</td>
<td>$M/LT$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>porosity</td>
<td>$L^3/L^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_0$</td>
<td>reference porosity</td>
<td>$L^3/L^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>angle of rotation</td>
<td>radians</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
present one of the first attempts to document the spatial variation in mudstone pressures that bound dipping sandstone bodies by mapping consolidation and predicting pressure. Through insights gained in our models, we infer the paleo-pressure evolution of these systems. We close by demonstrating how flow focusing impacts hydrocarbon migration, drilling strategy, and slope stability. The results demonstrate that flow at the scale of individual sandstone beds impacts basin scale flow.

**OVERPRESSURE IN SANDSTONES AND MUDSTONES**

The equation for flow through a volume element composed of a constant number of solid grains where only Darcy flow and sediment loading are considered is

$$
\frac{\partial p}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\rho_f} \nabla \cdot \left( \frac{k}{\mu} \nabla P^* \right) + \frac{\beta \phi}{(1 - \phi)} \frac{DS_v}{Dt}.
$$

(1)

Change in pressure \(DP\) results from flow in or out of the element and the rate of burial \(\frac{DS_v}{Dt}\): \(DP\) is proportional to the fluid and bulk compressibilities \((\beta_f, \beta)\). \(k\) is the permeability, \(\rho_f\) is the water density, \(\mu\) is the dynamic viscosity, and \(\phi\) is porosity. Equation (1) is derived by Gordon and Flemings (1998) who built upon Palciauskas and Domenico's (1989) derivation. We assume that solid grains are incompressible, \(\beta_f\) and \(\beta\) are compressible \((\phi_f/\rho_f = \beta_f, dP; \phi = -\beta_\phi \phi_d)\), and strain is uniaxial. We simplify equation (1) to consider undrained behavior and steady flow within an overpressured dipping sandstone body that is surrounded by mudstone.

**Undrained Behavior**

If the mudstone is undrained, equation (1) reduces to,

$$
DP_{ms} = BDS_v.
$$

(2)

The change in mudstone pressure \(DP_{ms}\) is proportional to the change in the overburden stress \((DS_v = \rho_g g dh)\). The pore pressure build-up coefficient \(B = \frac{B}{B + B_i(1 - \phi)}\), defines the proportion of the change in total vertical stress that is supported by the fluid. When the bulk compressibility is much greater than the fluid compressibility \((\beta \gg \beta_f)\), \(DP = DS_v\) whereas when \((\beta \ll \beta_f)\), \(DP = 0\), and the rock bears all of the increase in load. In underconsolidated mudstones from the Gulf of Mexico, \((\beta \gg \beta_f)\) and \(B = \sim 1.0\) (appendix). Biot (1941), Skempton (1954), Rice and Cleary (1976), Van der Kamp and Gale (1989), Green and Wang (1986), and Wang and Davis (1996) explored the behavior of \(B\).
We consider the pressure distribution that results from rapid burial of a sandstone. A horizontal, hydrostatically-pressured, sandstone body of constant thickness is buried a depth $d_1$ and then rotated such that one edge is buried a further increment $d_2$ (fig. 1A). The change in sandstone overpressure ($\delta P_{SS}$) is,

$$\delta P_{SS} = \frac{dP_h}{dx} = 10.5 \text{ MPa/km}, \quad \delta P_{ss} = 21.0 \text{ MPa/km}.$$  \text{(3)}

Equation (3) is derived in the appendix. The change in mudstone pressure ($\delta P_{mu}$) equals the increase in overburden stress (eq 1) (fig. 1B, C and D). The sandstone pressure follows the hydrostatic gradient but increases by $\delta P_{ss}$ (fig. 1B and C).
We introduce the parameter $Z$, the dimensionless depth along structure where the sandstone and mudstone pressure are equal. It is calculated by dividing the vertical distance from the crest to where the sandstone and mudstone pressures are equal by the total relief of the sandstone. Above $Z$, the sandstone pressure exceeds the mudstone pressure; below $Z$, the sandstone pressure is less than the mudstone pressure. In this example (fig. 1C), $Z = 1/2$: the sandstone pressure equals the mudstone pressure at the structural midpoint of the sandstone (fig. 1C and D). $Z$ quantifies the magnitude of sandstone pressure. Higher $Z$ values equate to a larger difference in pressure between the sandstone and mudstone at the crest.

$DP^*_s$ (and hence $Z$) is controlled by the sandstone geometry and the load geometry (appendix). If the sandstone body thins toward the crest, its pore pressure is elevated ($Z = 2/3$) relative to the case where it thickens toward the crest ($Z = 1/3$) (fig. 2A). If the loading generates a synclinal geometry, $P^*_s$ is greater ($Z = 2/3$) than for the case of an anticlinal geometry ($Z = 1/3$) (fig. 2B). Finally, we compare a planar geometry (fig. 2) with a cone-shaped geometry (fig. 3C). When the cone narrows upward (dome-shaped), $P^*_s$ is elevated ($Z = 2/3$) relative to when it narrows downward (bowl-shaped) ($Z = 1/3$).

**Steady Flow**

If flow is steady and mudstone properties are homogenous and isotropic, equation (1) simplifies to LaPlace's equation:

$$\nabla^2 P^*_s = 0.$$  (4)

Phillips (1991) solved equation (4) analytically for a thin straight permeable body encased in low permeability material (appendix). He assumed that the body is long relative to its width, that its permeability is much greater than the surrounding
Fig. 3. Steady-flow model. (A) Streamlines record primarily vertical flow, with enhanced flow into the base of the sandstone and out of its crest. (B) Mudstone overpressure contours (MPa) are elevated at the sandstone's crest and are depressed near its base. Vertical lines locate pressure profiles shown in C and D. (C) Mudstone pressures converge onto the sandstone pressure at the crest (long dashes), center (dash-dots) and base (dots) of the sandstone body. (D) Overpressure in sandstone is constant, overpressure in mudstone rises to meet the pressure at the crest of the sandstone. The far field mudstone pressure gradient is \( \frac{dS}{dx} = 21.0 \text{ MPa/km} \).

material, and that flow is steady and unidirectional far from the permeable body. We use this solution to examine flow through a dipping overpressured sandstone body (fig. 3). We assume the pressure gradient far from the sandstone equals the lithostatic gradient, which satisfies Phillips' far-field boundary condition for constant rock and fluid properties \( \left( \nu_s = -\frac{k}{\mu} \frac{dP^*}{dz}, \nu_u = -\frac{k}{\mu} \frac{dP^*}{dx} = 0 \right) \).

In the model, flow is focused into the sandstone at its base and out of the sandstone at its crest (fig. 3A). At the base of the sandstone, overpressure contours are depressed and at the crest they are elevated (fig. 3B). Pressure within the sandstone
follows the hydrostatic gradient (fig. 3C and D) and (2) is 1/2. The mudstone pressure gradient along a vertical profile that penetrates the midpoint of the sandstone is constant and equal to the far-field pressure gradient (dash-dot line, fig. 3). At its crest (dashed line), the sandstone pressure is greater than the adjacent mudstone pressure (fig. 3C). In a vertical profile through the sandstone crest, the mudstone pressure (dashed line) rises above the far-field pressure (dash-dot line) to equal sandstone pressure (fig. 3C); beneath the sandstone, the mudstone pressure returns to the far-field pressure. Just beneath the crest, the mudstone overpressure decreases with depth, which records downward flow (fig. 3D). At the structural low point (dotted line), the mudstone pressure drops below the far-field pressure (dash-dot line) in order to converge on the sandstone pressure. Beneath the sandstone, the pressure rises toward the far-field pressure (fig. 3C).

Model Discussion

If the loading rate \( \frac{DS_y}{Dt} \) is rapid relative to the rate that pressure is diffused, the undrained model describes the system, whereas if the loading rate is slow, the steady-flow model is a more appropriate description. The models are extreme examples of pressure distributions that can result, yet they have many similarities. In both models, the sandstone pressure gradient is hydrostatic while the mudstone pressure gradient far from the sandstone is lithostatic. In both models, geometry controls sandstone overpressure. However, in the undrained model, there are pressure discontinuities at the mudstone-sandstone interface, whereas in the steady-flow model pressures are continuous from the sandstone to the mudstone.

The pressure discontinuities predicted by the undrained model will dissipate with time. The timescale for a pressure pulse (\( \tau \)) to propagate through a uniform medium is

\[
\tau = \frac{d^2}{2k},
\]

where \( k \) is the hydraulic diffusivity and \( d \) is the length scale (Phillips, 1991). For equation (1),

\[
\kappa = \frac{k}{\mu \left( \frac{\phi \beta}{1 - \phi} + \phi \beta_f \right)}.
\]

The permeability of Eugene Island mudstones is \( 3 \times 10^{-16} \text{ m}^2 \) (Stump and Flemings, 2002). As a result, a pressure disturbance will dissipate over a 1000 meter length scale in only 700 years (\( \beta = 3.1 \times 10^{-2} \text{ MPa}^{-1}, \phi = 3, \mu = .001 \text{ kg/m s}, \beta_f = 4.8 \times 10^{-4} \text{ MPa}^{-1} \)). Thus, in geologic structures that form over 10,000 to 100,000 years, abrupt pressure discontinuities will not be present. Neuzil (1994) suggested mudstone permeability ranges from \( 10^{-21} \text{ m}^2 \) to \( 10^{-16} \text{ m}^2 \) for a porosity of 30 percent. The lower permeability values generate much longer dissipation times (eqs 5 and 6).

Dickinson (1958) and Rubey and Hubbert (1959) recognized that in overpressured strata, the pressure gradient is less in permeable sandstones than in the bounding low permeability mudstone, and England and others (1987), Mann and Mackenzie (1990), and Yardley and Swarbrick (2000) suggested that under these conditions focused flow results. Our contribution is to use two-dimensional models to give physical insight into how sandstone pressure and mudstone pressure are controlled by stratigraphic and structural geometry, to describe the associated flow field, and provide a conceptual framework to examine field data. Iliffe and others (1999) also illustrated how pressures are amplified by sandstone geometry.
Fig. 4. The E.I. 330 field is in the Gulf of Mexico, 272 km (169 mi) southwest of New Orleans, LA, U.S.A. in a water depth of 77 m. Plus symbols record vertical boreholes; solid lines record deviated well paths; filled circles show bottom-hole locations of deviated wells. Cross-section locations A-A' (fig. 10), and B-B' (fig. 13) are shown.

FLOW FOCUSING IN THE EUGENE ISLAND 330 FIELD

We examine the Lentic-1 and the OI-1 reservoirs of the Eugene Island 330 (E.I. 330) field. This field is located within a salt-withdrawal, Plio-Pleistocene mini-basin (fig. 4) that is bounded to the north and northwest by a large regional growth fault. The Lentic-1 is the deepest and most overpressured reservoir in the field, and the overlying OI-1 is moderately pressured. Holland and others (1990), Alexander and Flemings (1995) and Rowan and others (1998) describe the stratigraphic and structural architecture of this region.

Methodology of Pressure Analysis

We used pre-production pressures derived from Repeat Formation Tests (RFT's) and shut-in bottom hole pressure surveys to determine sandstone pore pressure (table 1). In reservoirs, the gas- or oil-phase pressures ($P_g$, $P_o$) exceed the water pressure ($P_w$), due to the differences in fluid density. We calculate $P_w$ for each reservoir by assuming that the water pressure equals the hydrocarbon pressure at the hydrocarbon-water contact (table 2).

In low permeability rocks, pressure is occasionally measured directly with a probe (Schultheiss and McPhail, 1986; Urgeles and others, 2000; Ostermeier and others,
2001; Whittle and others, 2001) or by long-term monitoring (Neuzil, 1993; Becker and others, 1997). However, the most common method is to use an empirical relationship between porosity and effective stress to predict pressure. Terzaghi (1943) defined porosity of soils as a function of vertical effective stress. Rubey and Hubbert (1959) and Palciauskas and Domenico (1989) expanded this work and applied it to geologic problems. This approach is applied to core data (Boatman, 1967), wireline logs (Hottman and Johnson, 1965; MacGregor, 1965; Ham, 1966; Hart and others, 1995; Moore and others, 1995; Moore and Tobin, 1997), or seismic data (Pennebaker, 1988; Weakley, 1989). The success of the method depends on its ability to measure porosity and the validity of the porosity-effective stress relationship assumed.

We assume porosity \( \phi \) is proportional to vertical effective stress \( \sigma_v \):

\[
\phi = \phi_0 e^{-\beta \sigma_v}, \tag{7}
\]

\( \phi \) is a reference porosity, \( \sigma_v \) is the vertical effective stress \( \sigma_v = S_v - \rho_w g z - P_m^* \), \( S_v \) is the overburden stress, \( \rho_w \) is the water density, \( g \) is the acceleration due to gravity, \( z \) is the depth below sea surface, and \( P_m^* \) is the mudstone overpressure. \( \phi \) is calculated from velocity with an empirical relationship (eq 8) developed by Raymer and others (1980) and enhanced by Raiga-Clemenceau and others (1986):

\[
\phi = 1 - \left( \frac{v}{v_w} \right)^{1/f}. \tag{8}
\]

\( v \) is the bulk velocity of the formation. Issler (1992) found that the matrix velocity \( (v_w) \) is 4545 m/s and the acoustic formation factor \( f \) is 2.19 for non-calcareous, low total organic carbon mudstone. Stump and Flemings (2002) also found \( f = 2.19 \) in core samples from the E.I. 330 field. We apply equations (7) and (8) only to mudstones.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reservoir Sand</th>
<th>Fault Block</th>
<th>Well</th>
<th>SSTVD (MPa)</th>
<th>P (MPa)</th>
<th>( S_v ) (MPa)</th>
<th>Oil Gradient (MPa/km)</th>
<th>Gas Gradient (MPa/km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lentic-1</td>
<td>FB-C</td>
<td>316 A-4</td>
<td>2113.1</td>
<td>39.07</td>
<td>43.90</td>
<td>6.79</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lentic-1</td>
<td>FB-C</td>
<td>316 A-8</td>
<td>2029.0</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>42.15</td>
<td>6.79</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OI-1</td>
<td>FB-B</td>
<td>330 B-14</td>
<td>2147.3</td>
<td>36.43</td>
<td>44.98</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OI-1</td>
<td>FB-C</td>
<td>330 A-3</td>
<td>2294.8</td>
<td>36.64</td>
<td>47.58</td>
<td>7.24</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reservoir Sand</th>
<th>Fault Block</th>
<th>Top of structure, SSTVD (m)</th>
<th>Oil-water contact, SSTVD (m)</th>
<th>Gas-oil contact, SSTVD (m)</th>
<th>Oil column (m)</th>
<th>Gas column (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lentic-1</td>
<td>FB-C</td>
<td>1936.0</td>
<td>2132.0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>165.9</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OI-1</td>
<td>FB-B</td>
<td>2048.8</td>
<td>2689.3</td>
<td>2628.7</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>387.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OI-1</td>
<td>FB-C</td>
<td>2240.9</td>
<td>2689.3</td>
<td>2628.7</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>387.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
which are distinguished by their high gamma ray values in the wireline log. These mudstones are unlithified, contain approximately 40 percent quartz, 40 to 50 percent clay (primarily smectite and illite with lesser amounts of kaolinite and chlorite), and less than 10 percent plagioclase and potassium feldspar. They are composed of 80 percent silt- and clay-sized particles and 20 percent very fine-grained sand (Stump and Flemings, 2002).

The reference porosity ($\phi_0$) and the compressibility ($\beta$) (eq 7) are estimated from the change in porosity versus depth in the shallow section of the 331#1 well where the pressures are assumed to be hydrostatic (fig. 5). The lithostatic stress ($\sigma_l$) is calculated by integrating the wireline bulk density log (Finkbeiner and others, 1996). The parameters used for each calculation are shown in table 3. Once $\phi_0$ and $\beta$ are constrained, equation (7) is re-arranged to predict overpressure from porosity:

$$\sigma = \phi_0 \beta \rho$$
Table 3

Mudstone Pressure Estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Well</th>
<th>Fault Block</th>
<th>SSTVD (m)</th>
<th>f (\textdegree)</th>
<th>(v) (m/s)</th>
<th>(v_a) (m/s)</th>
<th>(\phi) (%)</th>
<th>(\phi_a) (%)</th>
<th>(\beta) (MPa(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(S_a) (MPa)</th>
<th>(P_{ms}^\phi) (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>316 A-1</td>
<td>Lentic-1</td>
<td>2000.6</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2313.6</td>
<td>4902</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>3.683 x 10^2</td>
<td>41.44</td>
<td>33.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>316 A-6</td>
<td>Lentic-1</td>
<td>2132.9</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2343.0</td>
<td>4902</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>3.683 x 10^2</td>
<td>44.29</td>
<td>36.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>316 A-12</td>
<td>Lentic-1</td>
<td>2034.5</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2220.7</td>
<td>4902</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>3.683 x 10^2</td>
<td>47.44</td>
<td>35.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331 #1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2530.8</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2798.2</td>
<td>4902</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>3.132 x 10^2</td>
<td>53.46</td>
<td>36.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331 A-4</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2644.2</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2713.0</td>
<td>4902</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>3.132 x 10^2</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>40.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331 #1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1951.5</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2634.6</td>
<td>4902</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>3.132 x 10^2</td>
<td>40.39</td>
<td>26.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330 A-22</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1969.5</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2872.2</td>
<td>4902</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>3.132 x 10^2</td>
<td>40.78</td>
<td>25.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ P_{ms}^\phi = \frac{1}{\beta} \ln \left( \frac{\phi}{\phi_a} \right) + S_a - \rho_z g z \]  

\(P_{ms}^\phi\) is the mudstone overpressure predicted from porosity. We discuss below why \(P_{ms}^\phi\) is a lower-bound estimate of the in-situ overpressure. Hart and others (1995), Gordon and Flemings (1998) and Dugan and Flemings (2000) presented details of this approach.

\(P_{ms}\) is predicted for two wells, one on the upthrown and one on the downthrown side of the regional growth fault in El-930 (fig. 6). In both wells, velocity increases with depth to the JD horizon. Beneath the JD horizon, the velocity is constant in the 331#1 well (fig. 6A), whereas it decreases with depth in the 316-A1 well (fig. 6B). Above the JD horizon, \(P_{ms}\) is hydrostatic. This is necessarily the case for the 330#1 well (fig. 6A) because in this zone we constrained \(\phi_0\) and \(\beta\) by assuming that pore pressure was hydrostatic (fig. 5). Beneath the JD horizon, \(P_{ms}\) reaches 70 percent of the overburden stress at the OI-1, and 90 percent of the overburden stress at the Lentic-1 (fig. 6). At this scale, \(P_{ms}\) approximately equals both the measured reservoir pressures (circles) and the pressures generated by the high density muds used during drilling (dashed line) (fig. 6A and B). In the ensuing section, we focus on the Lentic-1 and OI-1 reservoirs and compare \(P_{ms}\) with the reservoir pressure.

Lentic-1 reservoir.—The Lentic-1 is produced on the upthrown side of the regional growth fault in Blocks 330 and 316 (fig. 7). We analyze the 316-A1 well, which is near the crest, and the 316-A6 well, which is lower on the structure (fig. 7). In the 316-A1, the mudstone velocity decreases and porosity increases from 1980 to 2000 meters (fig. 8A). In this zone, which is above the sandstone, the mudstone pressure gradient \(\left( \frac{dP_{ms}}{dz} \right)\) is greater than the lithostatic gradient. Beneath the Lentic-1, mudstone velocity and porosity are approximately constant and \(\left( \frac{dP_{ms}}{dz} \right)\) is less than the lithostatic gradient (fig. 8A). In the 316-A6, above the Lentic-1, velocity declines with depth and porosity increases at a slower rate than in the 316-A1 well (fig. 8B). As a result, \(\left( \frac{dP_{ms}}{dz} \right)\) above the sandstone is lower at the 316-A6 than at the 316-A1 well. Beneath the Lentic-1, velocity and porosity are approximately constant and \(P_{ms}\) rises slightly with depth in both wells.
Fig. 6. Lithology (Gamma Ray), acoustic velocity, and pore pressure for (A) the 391-1 well and (B) the 316-1 well. Pressures calculated from 1) drilling mud density (dashed line), 2) mudstone porosity ($P_{ms}$) (pluses), and 3) reservoir pressures ($P_r$) (solid circles) are shown. Wells located in figure 4. Depth where wells penetrated the JD, OI-1, and Lentic-1 reservoirs are identified.
In three locations where wells penetrate the Lentic-1, $P_{sw}$ (black circles) is less than the water pressure in the underlying sandstone ($P_{sw}$), and at the crest, $P_{sw}$ is 4.2 MPa greater than $P_{ms}$ (fig. 9). Z could not be determined because it was not possible to image the base of the Lentic-1 with available data. Above the reservoir, porosity contours parallel the sandstone body (fig. 10). Thus, at equivalent depths, the mudstone is less compacted near the crest of the structure. Beneath the Lentic-1, porosity is approximately constant (fig. 10). Above the sandstone, overpressure contours parallel the sandstone body, are closely spaced, and converge toward the crest (fig. 10B). Beneath the sandstone, the overpressure contours are widely spaced (fig. 10B).

The overpressure field is similar to that predicted by the steady-flow model for the crest of the sandstone (fig. 10B). However, $P_{sw}$ is greater than $P_{ms}$ at the sandstone-mudstone interface throughout the cross-section. In the following section we discuss possible reasons for this behavior.

OI-1 reservoir.—The OI-1 reservoir has five fault blocks that contain three reservoirs (fig. 11). Fault Blocks B and C trap a 518 meter (~1700 foot) gas column and a 30 meter (~100 foot) oil column, have identical fluid contacts and identical pressures. Fault Blocks D and E form a second reservoir that traps a 123 meter (~400 foot) oil column. Fault Block A forms a third reservoir with a 152 meter (~500 foot) oil column.

In Fault Blocks B and C, $P_{sw}$ exceeds $P_{ms}$ (black circles) above 2500 meters (~8200 foot) and $P_{sw} < P_{ms}$ below that depth (fig. 12). $Z$ is approximately 1/2. The mudstone pressure immediately above the OI-1 follows the lithostatic gradient (fig. 12). At the
Fig. 8. Petrophysical properties and pressures at two Lentic-1 well penetrations. (A) The S16-A1 is near the reservoir crest (fig. 7). (B) The S16-A6 is lower on the structure and penetrates the Lentic-1 below the oil-water contact (fig. 7). The sandstone (shaded) has low GR (Gamma Ray) values. Porosity is calculated from equation (8); \( P_{ms} \) is calculated from equation (9). The oil phase pressure \( (P_o) \) and the water phase \( (P_w) \) are shown.

crest, the gas phase pressure \( (P_g) \) is 5 MPa greater than the water pressure \( (P_w) \), because of the buoyant effect of the 518 meter gas column. \( P_{ms} \) contours above the OI-1 are widely separated, approximately horizontal, and they converge and rise slightly toward the crest of the OI-1 (fig. 13). Beneath the OI-1, overpressure contours
are closely spaced and they parallel the reservoir; the contours are more closely spaced as the reservoir is approached (fig. 13).

Because \( P^*_{ss} \) contours parallel the overlying OI-1 and because these contours record a rapid decrease in pressure as the reservoir is approached, we infer the mudstones beneath the OI-1 drained upward into the OI-1. Several observations complicate this interpretation. First, beneath the OI-1, \( P^*_{ss} \) is everywhere higher than the underlying mudstone \( (P^*_{ss} = 9.8 \text{ MPa} \text{ whereas } P^*_{ss} = 6.9 \text{ MPa}) \). Second, \( P^*_{ss} \) is greater above the OI-1 than below it. For example, at the B-10 well, \( P^*_{ss} \) above the OI-1 is 4.82 MPa greater than \( P^*_{ss} \) immediately underlying it (fig. 13).

**DISCUSSION**

**Evolution of Pressure and Stress During Burial**

During virgin consolidation, mudstone deforms clasto-plastically and the majority of compaction is irrecoverable. If effective stress decreases, the porosity will recover only the elastic portion of the original deformation. This effect is termed hysteresis or unloading; when it occurs, rocks are over-consolidated, and the porosity-effective stress relationship determined from virgin consolidation will not accurately map the effective stress (Crawford, 1986; Karig and Hou, 1992; Pestana and Whittle, 1999).
Fig. 10. (A) Contour map of mudstone porosity (Φ) and the interpreted vertical effective stress (σv). Above the reservoir, mudstone porosity contours (interpreted from velocity (eq 8) in the S18-A1 and S16-A6 wells) parallel the reservoir; below the reservoir, porosity is nearly constant. (B) Above the reservoir, mudstone overpressure (P*<sub>ms</sub>) contours (from porosity (eq 9)) parallel the reservoir and converge toward the crest. Sandstone pressure from table 1. OWC identifies the oil-water contact shown. A-A' is located in figure 8.
Fig. 11. Structure map of the OLi sandstone. Depth contours are in kilo-feet (SSVD) (1 km = 3.28 kilo-feet). Reservoir penetrations marked with circles. Oil-water (O/W) and gas-water (G/W) fluid contacts are labelled for each fault block. The depth intervals filled with oil and gas are shown in dark and light gray. This map integrates Pennzoll's EL-330 map with regional work by Alexander and Flemings (1995) and Rowan and others (1998).
Unloading can result from burial of a sandstone by overpressured mudstone (fig. 14). In this example, the sandstone body is initially horizontal, and there is steady vertical flow (fig. 14A). Subsequently, the sandstone rotates 45°, and steady flow is re-established. As a consequence of rotation, the effective stress at the crest decreases, and the effective stress at the base increases (fig. 14B). Because elastic deformation is a small component of the total deformation, porosity recovery is small during unloading (open box, fig. 14B). As a result, mudstones at the crest have a lower porosity than would be expected if the unloading had followed the plastic compaction trend.

If equation (9) is applied to predict pressure from this porosity field, the overpressures in figure 14C result. At the crest of the sandstone, porosity-predicted pressure contours are horizontal and the mudstone pressures are less than the in-situ mudstone pressures. At a result, there is an apparent jump in pressure from the mudstone pressure to the sandstone pressure (fig. 14D). In contrast, pressures are continuous from sandstone to mudstone at the base of the structure (fig. 14C). Porosity-predicted pressures are thus a lower-bound estimate of the in-situ pressure because a decrease in effective stress is not recorded by the mudstone. This behavior may explain the observation that at the crest of the EI-390 reservoirs, pressure contours are sub-horizontal and record pressures less than the in-situ pressures in the adjacent sandstones.
Previous studies also interpreted that the difference between porosity-derived mudstone pressures and in-situ reservoir pressures results from hysteresis (Scott and Thomsen, 1987; Bowers, 1994; Hart and others, 1995). Bowers (2001) inferred unloading in the A20ST-2 well, which penetrated the OI-1 reservoir in Fault Block E. He suggested that resistivity and velocity respond more dramatically to unloading than does density, and he documented this in mudstones bounding the OI-1.

**Hydrodynamic Evolution of the Lentic-1 and OI-1 Sandstones**

We combine insights gained from flow modeling, the assumption that the porosity records the maximum effective stress the rock has experienced, and the geological evolution of these reservoirs, to qualitatively predict the evolution of pressure during burial of the Lentic-1 and the OI-1 reservoirs (fig. 15). The Lentic-1 became overpressured at a depth not greater than 1 km ($t_3$) (the depth where the effective stress at hydrostatic conditions is equal to the effective stress recorded in the mudstones) (fig. 15A and B). It was then buried along the lithostatic stress gradient (fig. 15A and B). Unloading occurred in the crest of the Lentic-1 as rotation occurred (fig. 14). Thus, $P_{nv}$, the porosity-predicted mudstone pressure, is less than the in-situ mudstone pressure at the crest.

One burial history that is compatible with most of the observations in the OI-1, is that it was hydrostatically pressured to a depth not greater than 1.5 km ($t_4$ to $t_6$, fig. 15C and D). During this time, the overpressured mudstone beneath the OI-1 drained into the OI-1 sandstone, and the entire OI-1 drained its fluid to a shallower reservoir or perhaps the seafloor. With further burial ($t_5 - t_6$), the OI-1 became isolated, and its pressure increased along the lithostatic gradient (fig. 15D). This interpretation does not reconcile the observation that $P_{nv}^*$ in the overlying mudstone is greater than beneath the mudstone, which means that at nearly equivalent depths, the mudstone is more compacted below the OI-1 than above it. We are perplexed by this observation; it could result from different mudstone properties above and below the OI-1.

**Implications and Applications**

We used simple hydrodynamic models and observations of compaction to illuminate the spatial distribution of pressure and flow within a dipping sandstone sur-
Fig. 14. Simulation of unloading due to sandstone burial and rotation. (A) Sandstone is initially horizontal and rotation, and pressures follow the lithostatic gradient (contours in MPa). Sandstone is rotated 45° (t1) and steady-flow is established (for example, fig. 3). (B) Porosity versus vertical effective stress. The mudstone is initially at the porosity-effective stress location marked by a solid circle. After rotation, the effective stress decreases at the crest, but porosity does not change (open box-t2-crest). At the base, the effective stress increases and the mudstone is compacted (solid box-t2-base). (C) Overpressure predicted from equation (7) assuming no dilation during unloading. At the crest, overpressure contours are flat, unlike figure SA. (D) Pressure prediction in a vertical profile through the crest. Unloading generates an apparent pressure discontinuity between the porosity-predicted mudstone pressure and the sandstone pressure. The far field mudstone pressure gradient is \(\frac{dP_w}{dz} = 21.0\) MPa/km. \(P^*\) equals zero at 1 km depth.

rounded by overpressured mudstone. One fundamental result is that pressures within sandstones follow the hydrostatic gradient, and pressures in bounding mudstones follow steeper, often lithostatic, gradients. A consequence of this behavior is that sandstone pressure converges on the absolute stresses at the crests of structures. This pressure convergence controls hydrocarbon migration, affects well bore stability, and contributes to submarine landslides.

A simple model for stress-controlled hydrocarbon migration is to assume no migration when the hydrocarbon phase pressure is less than the least principle stress in the mudstone, and to assume migration when the hydrocarbon phase pressure equals the least principal stress in the mudstone and hydraulic fracturing occurs. We assume the least principal stress in the mudstone is proportional to pore pressure and overburden stress:

\[ S_{min} = K(S_r - P_{wm}) + P_{wb} \]  

(10)
Fig. 15. Evolution of Lentic-1 sandstone (A and B) and O1-1 sandstone (C and D). (A and B) The Lentic-1 sandstone became over-pressured at a depth not greater than 1.0 km. Thereafter its pressure increased along the lithostatic gradient and the sandstone rotated to its present position. (C and D) The O1-1 sandstone was buried along the hydrostatic pressure gradient (t_1-t_2) to a depth of 1.5 km. During further burial its pressure increased along the lithostatic gradient. Thick, solid lines in (B and D) are P_{\text{fr}}; dotted lines in (B and D) are regional P_{\text{fr}}.

The least principal stress (S_{\text{min}}) is horizontal because the maximum principal stress (S_{\text{max}}) is assumed to be vertical, as is commonly found in passive margin basins. K is the effective stress ratio. Equation (10) is derived either from a model where the crust is in a state of brittle failure (Jaeger and Cook, 1979) or a model that assumes elastic crust has deformed uniaxially (Roegiers, 1989). Finkbeiner and others (2001) document K at El-350.

We use the steady flow model to predict hydrocarbon entrapment in an overpressured synclinal reservoir where the crest of one limb is 1500 meters shallower than the other (fig. 16). At the crest of the shallow structure, P_{\text{fr}} is 3 MPa less than S_{\text{min}}; as a result, only a 364 meter gas column is trapped before additional hydrocarbons leak vertically (fig. 16). On the deeper limb, P_{\text{fr}} is 11.8 MPa less than S_{\text{min}} and 1505 meters of gas could be trapped. However, because the lower limb only has 1500 meters of relief, the hydrocarbons fill the deeper limb and then migrate from the base of the sand (the synclinal spill point) to the higher structure (fig. 16). Thus, flow focusing within overpressured sandstones controls the amount of hydrocarbons that can be trapped and the migration pathway.
Fig. 15. The effect of flow focusing on hydrocarbon migration in a synclinal reservoir with one shallow limb and one deep limb (A). Gas is shaded black, $P_w$ (water phase pressure) and $P_m$ (mudstone pressure) are calculated from the steady-flow model for a reservoir dipping 60° with 3 km of relief. At the crest of the shallow limb, $P_w$ is very close to $S_{min}$ (B), and only a small gas column is trapped. However, at the crest of the lower limb, $P_w$ is much less than $S_{min}$, and a large gas column is trapped. $S_{min}$ is calculated from equation (10), $\left( \frac{dP}{dx} = 2.26 \text{ MPa/km}, K = 0.6, \frac{dP}{dx} = 10.52 \text{ MPa/km}, \frac{ds}{dx} = 21.3 \text{ MPa/km}, P_w = 49.1 \text{ MPa} \right)$.

We observed this behavior at EI-330. Finkbeiner and others (2001) showed that in the Lentic-I (fig. 7) and in the OI FB A, D and E reservoirs (fig. 11), the hydrocarbon pressures have converged on the least principal stress and vertical migration is occurring. In contrast, in the OI FB B and C reservoirs, hydrocarbons filled the structure to its spill point before the least principal stress was reached, and hydrocarbons migrated laterally from the down-dip spill point to the west to fill the adjacent structure in the EI-331 field (fig. 11). Finkbeiner and others (2001) showed that the water-phase overpressures are higher in Fault Blocks A, D and E (where small amounts of oil and little gas are trapped) than in Fault Blocks B and C (where a large gas column is trapped). This suggests that the water-phase pressure, which is driven by flow focusing, is a primary control on the magnitude of trapped hydrocarbons.

Others have described the consequences of pore pressures that converge on the least principal stress at the crest of structures. Watts (1987) suggested that hydrocarbons could not be trapped at elevated fluid pressures because hydraulic fracturing resulted. In the North Sea, Gaarenstroom and others (1993) documented small hydrocarbon columns where pore pressures converge on $S_{min}$. Darby and others (1996, 1998) and Illife and others (1999) described how permeable systems with relief create leak-points at the crests of structures. Cosgrove (2001) and Boehm and Moore (2002) documented the presence of sedimentary dikes recording hydraulic fracturing where overpressured and unconsolidated sands have been injected into more cohesive overlying mudstones at the crests of structures.

To drill the crest of the structure in figure 16, a borehole fluid density of 2.1 g/cc must be used in order for the borehole pressure to exceed $P_m$, the reservoir pressure (fig. 17C). With this fluid density, the borehole pressure will exceed the least principal stress ($S_{min}$) in the mudstone at depths shallower than 4.7 kilometers (fig. 17C). If the borehole is open to the formation in this zone, the drilling fluids will fracture and enter the formation instead of returning to the drill rig. For this reason, casing is periodically set to protect the shallow borehole from the pressures necessary to drill.
the deeper horizons. In this example, casing must be set between 4.7 kilometers and
the top of the reservoir at 5.0 kilometers (fig. 17).

Overpressured reservoirs with significant relief increase the number of casing
strings that are necessary because pore pressure is close to the least principal stress.
Traugott (1997) suggested that one solution is to drill lower on structures where the
gap between the pore pressure and the least principal stress is greater. Identical
processes cause problems drilling very shallow overpressured sandstone bodies (Byrd
and others, 1996; Alberty and others, 1997; Ostermeier and others, 2000; Bruce and
others, 2001).

Flow is not necessarily focused towards the crests of sandstone bodies when there
is significant seafloor relief. For example, on progradational continental margins, it is
common for mudstones to asymmetrically load underlying horizontal sandstones (fig.
18). Sediment loading drives flow laterally along the permeable layer, and low effective
stresses are generated at the toe of the slope where the overburden is thin. This process
may cause instability on the down slope portions of continental margins even though
sedimentation rates are low (Terzaghi, 1950; Dugan and Flemings, 2000, 2002).

Flow focusing in a dipping overpressured sandstone body is analogous to a range
of broader geological phenomena. Walther and Orville (1982) described a fracture
propagation model where pore fluid pressures within fractures follow the hydrostatic
gradient while the bounding stress state is lithostatic. In accretionary prisms, the
decollement is commonly assumed to be more permeable than the bounding material
(Masce and Moore, 1990; Wuthrich and others, 1990; Beksins and others, 1995). Deep
within the prism, flow is driven into the fault plane, flow is then focused laterally along
the fault plane, and ultimately where the overburden is thin, pore fluid pressures in the
permeable fault exceed the pore pressure in bounding mudstones and converge on
the least principle stress. Boulton and others (1995) described how flow is driven
downward by the elevated head within the thicker parts of glaciers. Flow is then driven

Fig. 17. Pressure and stresses encountered during drilling the shallow limb of fig. 16. (A) Well
penetrates crest of sandstone that is dipping 60° with 3 km of relief. (B) Pressure-depth plot, Steady-flow in
the sand results in near-lithostatic pressures at the crest. (C) Density (Equivalent Mud Weight)-depth plot. Pm,
is the borehole fluid density that generates a pressure equal to the sandstone pressure at each depth. Pm, is
the borehole fluid density that generates a borehole pressure equal to the mudstone pressure along the well
bore. Sw, is the borehole fluid density that results in a pressure equal to the least principal stress in the
formation along the well bore. Borehole fluid density is often expressed as a mudweight in pounds per
gallon. Casing must be set between 4.7 km and the sandstone crest in order to penetrate the sandstone
successfully. Parameters defined in caption to figure 16.
latterly underneath the glacier within permeable aquifers towards the toe where it is expelled. They predicted hydraulic fracturing and liquefaction at the toe of the glacier would be recorded in sediment dikes, and they gave examples where this has occurred.

CONCLUSIONS

When a dipping permeable sandstone is encased in overpressured, low permeability mudstone, the pressure gradient within it is hydrostatic, whereas the pressure gradient in the mudstone is greater. This drives a flow system where fluids are drawn in at the base of the sandstone and expelled at the crest. The precise pressure field that develops is dependent on the timescale of formation, the structural geometry, and the reservoir geometry. At the timescales that most geological structures form, even in rapidly formed sedimentary basins, this flow field is well developed.

Geologic history and insights gained from flow modeling are integrated to infer the state and the evolution of pressure and stress in two reservoirs in the Eugene Island 390 field. The Lentic-1 sandstone became overpressured at a shallow depth (1 km); flow is focused in the sandstone and expelled at the crest. The OF-1 sandstone was hydrostatically pressured to a depth of 2 kilometers, and it drained its bounding mudstones. Later in its history, it became overpressured.

Fluid pressures in the crest of overpressured reservoirs converge on the least principal stress. In this situation, permeability will self-generate by hydraulic fracturing or other mechanisms. An understanding of this behavior can be used to predict the migration and trapping of hydrocarbons, drill stable boreholes, and estimate the stability of the continental slope. Overpressured reservoirs are one example of a class of problems where flow focusing drives important geological phenomena. Examples include crack propagation, flow in accretionary prisms, and glacial hydrodynamics.
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APPENDIX

Undrained Model

When a sediment volume is buried by a thickness of rock \(dz\), the increase in overburden stress is,

\[
dS_w = \rho_g dz \]

If the rock is undrained, equation (1) yields,

\[
DP = B_d g dz \]  

(12)

\(B\), the pore pressure build-up coefficient \(\left( B = \frac{\beta}{\beta + 2\beta_e (1 - \phi)} \right)\) equals \(-0.99\) at \(E = 3.13 \times 10^{-2}\) MPa\(^{-1}\), (eq 7, fig. 7), \(\phi = 0.3, \beta_e = 4.88 \times 10^{-4}\) MPa\(^{-1}\).

A sandstone body of variable thickness \(dS(x, y)\) and volume \(V_w\) is buried by mudstone of variable thickness \(dz(x, y)\). The volume integral of equation (1) is,

\[
\int_V \left( \frac{\beta \phi}{(1 - \phi)} + \phi \beta_e \right) \frac{dP_w}{dz} dV_w = \int_V \left( \frac{1}{\rho_g} \left( \nabla \cdot \frac{\mu}{\phi} \nabla P_w \right) \right) dV_w + \int_V \left( \frac{\beta \phi}{(1 - \phi)} \frac{dS_w}{dz} \right) dV_w \]

(13)

There is no flow into or out of the sandstone; thus the second term is zero. Within the permeable sandstone, flow equilibrates the pressure to the hydrostatic gradient. Therefore, sandstone overpressure \((DP_w^a)\) is,

\[
DP_w^a = DP_w - \rho_g dz(x, y) \]

(14)

Equations (12), (13), and (14) are combined to determine \(DP_w^a\).

\[
DP_w^a = \frac{\int_V dS(x, y) dV_w}{V_w} \]

(15)

Equation (15) is solved for several geometries below.

2D: planar reservoir (figs. 1 and 2A).—A sandstone body of length \(l\) has a trapezoidal shape \((dh(x) = C_2 + C_4 x)\), and it is buried by a trapezoidal load \((ds(x) = C_2 + C_4 x)\). The sandstone overpressure is,

\[
DP_w^a = (\rho_g - \rho_l) g \frac{C_2 C_4 l + (C_2 C_4 + C_4) l^2}{2} \frac{C_2 C_4 + l^3}{3} \frac{1}{G l + \frac{C_4 l^2}{2}} \]

(16)

If the sandstone is of constant thickness \((C_4 = 0)\), its pressure equals the mudstone pressure at the structural midpoint of the sandstone \((Z = 1/2)\) (fig. 1). A triangular sandstone that thickens down dip has its pressures equal to the mudstone pressure one third of the way down from the top of the structure \((Z = 1/3)\) (fig. 2A).

2D: antedotes and synclines (fig. 3B).—If the load geometry is parabolic \((z(x) = -\frac{x^2}{4P})\) and the sandstone thickness is constant, then

\[
DP_w^a = (\rho_g - \rho_l) \frac{g l}{3} \]

(17)

3D: dome and bowls (fig. 3C).—In radial coordinates, equation (15) can be restated as,
Flow focusing in overpressured sandstones

\[ DP^*_s = \frac{(p_a - p_i)g}{\nu_0} \int_{\theta=0}^{\pi} \int_{\phi=0}^{\pi} d\phi (r \theta) d\theta d\phi. \] (18)

This result is illustrated in figure 2C for a cone-shaped structure.

**Steady Flow Model**

Phillips (1991) followed Lamb (1932) and solved for flow through a low permeability medium surrounding a permeable lens. He used an elliptical coordinate system such that \(x\) and \(z\) are functions of \(\xi, \eta, \kappa\), and \(a\):

\[ x = a \cosh \xi \cos \eta \] (19)

\[ z = a \sinh \xi \sin \eta \] (20)

Lines of constant \(\xi\) form ellipses, lines of constant \(\eta\) are hyperbolae, \(a\) is the half-length of the sandstone, and \(\gamma\) is the angle between the undisturbed flow velocity and the sandstone. The stream function \(\Psi\) is calculated as a function of the transformed coordinates, \(a\), and \(U\) (far field flow velocity),

\[ \Psi = U a \cosh \xi \sin (\eta - \gamma) \] (21)

The flow potential \(\Phi\) is,

\[ \Phi = U a \sinh \xi \cos (\eta - \gamma) \] (22)

The flow velocity at any location is calculated by taking the derivative of the stream function, and the pressure gradient is calculated from Darcy's law. Stump (ms, 1998) presented a detailed analysis of this approach.
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